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*is study is focused on enhancing surface characteristics of AZ91 alloy with the microarc oxidation (MAO)method and bringing
in antibacterial susceptibility to it. It is aimed to bring in antibacterial effect of silver (Ag) to AZ91 magnesium base materials
covered with the MAOmethod. *e structural and chemical compositions of the coating were analysed by using XRD, SEM, and
EDS. In order to analyse antibacterial susceptibilities and bacteria adhesions, bacteria are marked using crystal violet in anti-
bacterial efficacy tests. Susceptibility of coatings to Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus-ATCC 29213) bacteria having high adhesion is
analysed. In the study, it is concluded that the silver-containing coatings have a lot poor bacterial susceptibility than silver-free
coatings, and noncoated samples have very strong bacterial susceptibilities. When the antimicrobial activity of the samples coated
on silver-containing electrolyte is evaluated (zone diameter ∼40mm), it is found as sensitive. Antimicrobial activity of samples
coated in silver-free electrolyte is found as medium-sensitive (zone diameter ∼15mm), and uncoated samples are observed to form
any zones against bacterial infection.

1. Introduction

Bones constituting human body can confront with disfunc-
tion due to various traumatic cases, accidents, aging, and/or
various diseases. However, the most important feature of
the bones is being self-healing. Bones need time to heal
themselves when they experience full or partial function loss
in consequence of various cases. Bones are required to benefit
from biomaterials until they heal themselves to function
properly. Natural and artificial materials used on behalf of
supporting or undertaking the function are called as bio-
materials [1].

Magnesium, as one of our rare options of biodegradable
metals, owing to its almost nonexistent toxicity in human
body, osteointegrative, and osteoproliferative effects has
already entered medical use, for example, as degradable
vascular stent and implant materials used in orthopedics and
dental surgery [2]. However, the most significant negation
with which biomaterials can confront in the human body is

biomaterial-related infection. *is situation can negatively
affect the surface of biomaterial. Due to this reason bringing
antibacterial feature to the surface of biomaterials will
prevent bacterial adhesion and reduce infection risk. An-
other negation with which biomaterials can confront in the
human body is noncoalescence of bone and biomaterials.
*ere are many studies to provide creation of connective
tissue between biomaterial inserted in human body and bone
[1–4]. However, applying surface treatment onto bio-
materials, making coatings, and various mechanic/chemical
processes are among the most preferred methods in recent
years. In order to make the oxide layer particularly bioactive
and to provide the desired properties, many different
methods are applied today. *ese are anodization, ion
spattering, chemical etching, sol-gel, electrolytic deposition,
plasma spraying, and microarc oxidation [3, 4]. *e
microarc method is based on the principle of microarc
formation in the basic solution due to the high voltage on the
surface of the anodematerial.*e oxide coatings obtained by
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the MAO method are rough, with a strong bond to the
porous and substrate layer. At the same time, various ions
added into the electrolytic solution can penetrate into the
coating [4–7]. *e ions found in the electrolytic solution,
such as calcium, phosphorus, and silver, have been dis-
covered in a variety of researches that give the oxide layer
bioactive properties. *e oxide layer formed by these ions
improves the bone tissue conformity of the implant material.
Many studies have attempted to deposit metals with anti-
bacterial properties such as silver, copper, and zinc on the
coating. Among them, silver is one of the most important
antibacterial metals known for centuries. Recent research
has revealed that silver ions react with surface proteins of
bacteria and inactivate them. In addition, silver ions entering
the bacterial cell interfere with thiol groups of proteins stop
DNA fragmentation [8, 9].

In this study, a porous oxide layer, having high bio-
activity, is bred on biomaterial AZ91 magnesium base
materials with the microarc oxidation (MAO) method.
Furthermore, it is known that silver and their compounds
have antibacterial properties, so that a doped oxide layer is
obtained by adding silver to the electrolyte in order to impart
an antibacterial property to the biomolecule surface. *e
antibacterial behavior of the enlarged coatings was inves-
tigated in in vitro conditions.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, AZ91 magnesium alloy (10mm in diameter
and 2mm in thickness) whose chemical compounds are
given in Table 1 was used as a base material. Before the MAO
process, base materials are polished to Ra≈ 0.1 µm rough-
ness level with different grain-sized SiC sandpapers, and
then samples are cleaned with acetone, ethanol, and pure
water. When the cross-sectional image was taken to de-
termine the coating thickness, the coated specimens were
stored in liquid nitrogen and fractured brittle.

*e MAO process of AZ91 magnesium alloys are carried
out in the plating system produced by Faraday Electronic
Ltd. *e MAO process of some base materials is carried out
in KOH (1 gr/lt), Na2HPO4 (3 gr/lt), and Na2SiO3 (4 gr/lt)
aqueous solution used as electrolyte; others’ are carried out
by adding silver (Ag) (0.25 gr/lt AgNO3) to that solution. In
the MAO operation, DC power supply is used in the uni-
polar mode at a constant voltage of 550V for 15 minutes
of operation at 175Hz operating frequency, respectively.
Sample anodes and stainless steel bath walls are used as
cathodes in all experiments. *e electrolyte prepared during
the process is stirred and cooled with water passing through
the bath walls to prevent the temperature from exceeding
30°C. After the MAO process, the coated samples are dried
by washing with pure water.

*e base materials are subjected to in vitro antibacterial
activity (in vitro bacterial adhesion) tests after they are
coated in silver-missing electrolyte (A) and the silver-added
electrolyte (B). In addition, coated surfaces and uncoated
surfaces are also subjected to the same tests for comparison.
Staphylococcus aureus (ATCC 29213), having a human
pathogen feature, is used as a test microorganism in the

study. 0.1ml test microorganism is incubated on nutrient
broth liquid medium (Merck 1.05450). *en, coated and
uncoated samples are placed into liquid culture. Materials
are kept in constant contact with the microorganisms by
shaking at 100 rpm at body temperature 37°C. Microor-
ganisms are marked using 1% crystal violet in order to
examine in vitro bacterial adhesion; and 6 hours later, the
microorganisms’ adherence on surfaces coated in A and B
electrolyte is analysed on uncoated surfaces with the Zeiss
brand polarized microscope. Besides, coated and uncoated
samples are transacted based on the disk diffusing method in
order to test their susceptibility. Fresh cultures of bacterial
strains grown in the NA medium for 24 hours are planted
into 100ml nutrient broth (NB) medium prepared in 250ml
Erlenmeyer flask and incubated for 24 h at 28°C. *e ab-
sorbance of the growing cultures is adjusted to 108 cells/ml,
and they are seeded on the whole surface of NA mediums
with the help of sterile swaps. Petri dishes are left to dry at
room temperature for 2 h. Tested coated samples are placed
in the middle of the Petri dishes, each containing different
bacteria. *ese Petri dishes are left to incubate at 28°C for 24
hours; and then, the diameter of inhibition zone around the
disc is evaluated as the zone where the growth of cultures is
inhibited. Inhibition zone (mm) is measured, and the ac-
quired value is used to determine the susceptibility of the
bacterial strain to the coatedmaterials. An empty disk is used
as controller, and the disc’s diameter is added to zone
measurements. *e tests are conducted 3 times with 3
repetitions each time under the same conditions.

3. Results and Discussion

Figures 1 and 2 show the surface morphologies and cross-
sectional images of the coatings obtained on the base
materials after the MAO process. When these images are
examined, it is observed that coatings grown on the base
material have a rough surface, volcano-like formations
caused by many different sized microerosions and a large
number of circular micropores at the ends of some large
formations. *ese formations occur due to microdischarge
resulted from the nature of the MAO process. *e regional
melting that occurs during the coating process and sub-
sequently solidification trace that occurs by following
a circular path cause pores in the coating to have circular
forms [8–10].

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show coatings grown in A elec-
trolyte and B electrolyte, respectively. When the shapes are
carefully examined, it is seen that the surface of coating
grown in silver-added electrolyte is more uniform. It is
believed that different distribution in uniform and non-
uniform structures of the pores are resulted from local
melts occurring in arc channels and distribution of melted
material [11, 12]. A very thin and uniform structure on
the surface of base material is due to the numerous

Table 1: Chemical compounds (wt. %)

Mg Al Zn Mn Fe Si Ni Cu
Bal. 9.1 0.85 0.27 0.02 0.05 0.001 0.004
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microdivisions occurring at the beginning of the microarc
process. As the processing period continues, the number of
microdivisions gradually reduces and individual micro-
divorces begin, and nonuniform larger pores are obtained.
When the studies in the literature are examined, the effect of
coating parameters on the structure of surface pores is seen
clearly [9, 13–16].

Figure 1(c) shows the cross-sectional views of grown
coatings. *ere is no difference in the thicknesses of samples
(∼7 µm) coated in A and B electrolytes. It is believed that this
is due to the fact that Ag ions are placed among micropores.
It is noted that these pores in Figure 1(b) are more full and
homogeneous than Figure 1(a). *is is the explanation that
the pores are filled during the coating. For both coated
samples, EDS analysis was performed from both the inner
parts and the outer parts of the pores. But only in the Ag-
doped coating, Ag was found on the inside of pores. *e
adaptation between coating and surface is shown in Figure 1(c).
*e coating grows quite adherent to the surface, and there is
no break or split.

In the microarc oxidation of magnesium and its alloys,
porous and rough magnesium oxide layer formed on the
surface, and it is binded firmly to the implant surface due to
the structure similar to bone tissue. It is possible to form
a strict binding between tissue and bone in a shorter period
with the formation of high porous, rough layer and hy-
droxyapatite. Due to the improvement in adaptation of bone
tissue, healing time becomes shorter after implantation. On
the other hand, increase of roughness and porosity creates an
environment that is suitable for bacteria growth. In order to

prevent infections after implantation, an antibacterial sur-
face should be formed on the implant. Antibacterial prop-
erties of silver is known for ages.*e silver, which penetrates
to the oxide layer, provides acquirement of antibacterial
properties of coating and reduces complications after im-
plantation [9].

Figure 2 shows XRD patterns of coatings grown by the
MAO process. In the literature, it is stated in detail that
MgO, grown by the MAO process, grows in MgO and
Mg3(PO4) crystal structures. MgO phase from these crystal
structures is thermodynamically the more stable structure
than Mg3(PO4). *e MAO-grown coatings consist of
Mg3(PO4), which is a semistable phase at low temperatures,
andMgO phase, which is a stable phase at high temperatures
[17–19]. Also, in addition to current phases, different phases
can be obtained depending on the chemical composition of
the solution used in the coating process. However, it is quite
difficult to determine these phases by XRD. When XRD
patterns of grown coatings in Figure 2 are examined, MgO
and Mg3(PO4) characterizing are seen. At 2θ � 27°, 28°, 47°,
58°, 66°, and 78°, the MgO phases are observed to be at high
density comparably to the literature. During the MAO
operation, the effect of the high voltage value leads to very
high values of the pressure and temperature (102MPa and
2.104K) [14] in the discharge channels, and consequently
enables formation of stable MgO phase. High pressure
and temperature help to form the MgO phase easily. Low
thermal conductivity of oxide coating acts as a thermal
barrier and causes coating to become hot. *is facilitates the
formation of the MgO phase. However, Ag peaks are not
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Figure 1: SEM images after MAO. Surface images of samples coated in (a) electrolyte A and (b) electrolyte B. Cross-sectional images of
samples coated in (c) electrolyte A and (d) electrolyte B.
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seen in XRD analyses. �is is believed to be due to the fact
that the Ag ions are located into the micropores on the
surface. Figure 2(b) shows the EDS analysis frommicropores
in the surface. �e Ag peaks found in the EDS analyses
indicate that the Ag ions are placed in the micropores.

It is identi�ed by 1% crystal violet marking of S. aureus,
which is selected to use for the evaluation of microbiological
adhesion in in vitro tests and is shown in Figure 3. Prepared
samples are displayed 6 hours later, and selected bacteria are
identi�ed in [20]. According to studies, the marked bacteria
were easily detected from the surface. Figure 3(a) shows the
examples which are not subjected to the coating process.
When Figure 3(a) is carefully examined, it stands out that
marked bacteria appear purple, and in some places, black
colors appear due to multiple colonies of bacteria. S. aureus
typically forms colonies that are 1.0–1.5mm in diameter,
black, shiny, convex with a narrow white entire margin and

surrounded by clear zones extending 2–5mm into the
opaque medium [20]. Figure 3(b) shows the bacterial ad-
hesion of the samples coated in electrolyte A. Some bacteria
are seen on the samples coated in electrolyte A; however,
when compared to uncoated samples, very few bacteria are
attached to the surface. When Figure 3(b) is closely ex-
amined, it is clear that bacteria are located in micropores,
and there is not any bacteria or colonie on surfaces. Figure
3(c) shows the bacterial adhesion of the samples coated in
electrolyte B. Although all the surfaces of the samples are
examined in detail, no bacteria are seen adhered to the
surface. In addition, as shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c),
bacteria’s low adhesion to the surface results from the features
of new surfaces obtained by coatings as well as silver’s ger-
micidal property. On noncoated surfaces, these bacteria were
found to be very dense, whereas on the coated surface there
was much less and no bacteria were found on the Ag-doped
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Figure 2: (a) XRD patterns and (b) EDS patterns of the coated and uncoated Mg samples. ∗�MgO; ¥�Mg3(PO4).
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Figure 3: Microbiological adhesion in in vitro tests before and after MAO. (a) Uncoated base material, (b) samples coated in electrolyte A,
and (c) samples coated in electrolyte B.

Table 2: �e tests statistics are conducted 3 times with 3 repetitions each time under the same conditions.

Samples
Resistant zones (mm)

(1) Test (2) Test (3) Test
Uncoated base material 0 5 4
Samples coated in electrolyte A 6 15 14
Samples coated in electrolyte B 16 18 16

~15 mm

(a)

~40 mm

(b)

Figure 4: Inhibition zone (diameter). Samples coated in (a) electrolyte A and (b) electrolyte B.
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coating. Results from in vitro antibacterial efficacy tests are
observed to yield similar results when compared to studies on
silver-plated surfaces in the literature [21, 22].

*e tests are conducted 3 times with 3 repetitions each
time under the same conditions. *e results (statistics) are
shown in Table 2 to analyse the diameters. In order to test
their susceptibility to the coated and uncoated samples,
inhibition zone (diameter) is grouped as resistant zone (R)≈
0–5mm, medium-sensitive zone (M)≈ 6–15mm, and sen-
sitive zone (S)≥ 16mm in the process of the disk diffusion
method. Accordingly, when the antimicrobial activity of the
samples coated in electrolyte B is evaluated (zone diameter
∼40mm), it is found to be resistant (Figure 4). Antimicrobial
activity of samples coated in electrolyte A are found as
medium-sensitive (zone diameter ∼15mm), whereas un-
coated samples do not form any zone against bacteria.

*e porous structure formed by the microarc oxidation
method is convenient in terms of osseointegration, but it can
provide basis for the formation of bacteria. For this reason,
it is necessary to give antibacterial properties to oxidized
surfaces. It is widely believed that biological coatings are
required to be formed to prevent the first bacterial adhesion
[23]. *erefore, a number of studies have been carried out
for the purpose of bringing antibacterial properties to the
surface by adding required amounts of silver, which is used
for antibacterial purposes, to the electrolytes used in
microarc oxidation for decades [24]. MAO stands out as the
most effective and most suitable method for bioactive
coatings. Tests show similar results to those in the literature
and reveal that the MAO process can be used to form an-
tibacterial biological coatings [25].

When silver is coated on the surface of any material, the
surface area increases several million times, and they provide
a very strong antibacterial effect. Silver, which has been
reported to kill mutant or nonmutated 650 known patho-
gens in a very short time, is therefore regarded as a natural
antibiotic in medical circles. *e metabolism of bacteria,
viruses, or fungus cells that contact silver, which is smaller
than a living cell, is impaired, and electrolyte balance is
destroyed and enzymes die, becoming ineffective, and they
excreted through body’s immune system. As silver breaks
the metabolism of viruses and bacteria, they cannot develop
any defence and immune system. Furthermore, in the lit-
erature, silver ions are stated not to react with or damage any
cell due to cell membrane of the human body [25–28].

4. Conclusion

*is study is focused on enhancing surface characteristics of
AZ91 magnesium alloy with the MAOmethod and bringing
antibacterial susceptibility to it, and the acquired results are
summarised below:

(i) MAO method is successfully applied to AZ91 mag-
nesium alloy for the Ag-doped MgO oxide coating.

(ii) Depending on microdischarge phenomenon resulting
from the nature of the the MAO process, it has been
observed that the coatings grown on the base material
have a rough surface, volcano-like formations, and

a large number of circular micropores at the end of
some formations.

(iii) At 2θ � 27°, 28°, 47°, 58°, 66°, and 78°, the MgO
phases are observed to be at high density compa-
rably to the literature.

(iv) It was concluded that the silver-containing coatings
have a lot poor bacterial susceptibility than silver-
free coatings, and noncoated samples have very
strong bacterial susceptibilities.

(v) When the antimicrobial activity of the samples
coated on electrolyte B is evaluated (zone diameter
∼40mm), it is found as sensitive. Antimicrobial
activity of samples coated in electrolyte A is found as
medium-sensitive (zone diameter ∼15mm), and
uncoated samples are observed to form any zones
against bacterial infection.
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